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1. Introduction

This manual is written to give a guide to the widely discussed differences of TT -
philosophies with the special regard to the needs and stump conditions of patients in
developing countries and war zones.

The author has worked with all the different systems. In the second part of the manual he
gives a casting guide for a system which has proved both, efficient in thousands of TT-
prostheses and which is useable for most kind of stump conditions. ( up to 3 cm tibia length )

The original BUFA technology with full stump end contact was modified. This was because
in the developing world and in war zones a patient usually lives a long way from the
workshop and therefore cannot be supplied with the same regularity of service as in Europe.

If a prostheses is aligned properly and the volume and bony structure of the stump is well
integrated in the socket, it is certainly possible to fit a patient in every system. However, some
systems show typical disadvantages, others are more favourable.
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2.1 General Biomechanics
of TT- Weight Bearing
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2.2 Principles of Weight Bearing

1. Side Blocking ~ 75 %

2. Conical Pressure ~ 20 %

3. Circular Pressure ~ 5 %
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2.3 The PTB - Discussion and Pathomechanics:

Counter pressure 400 kg of force on the patellar
popliteal area tendon during heel strike

Compensating Tanker nose on the distal
tibia movement plaster model

1. Physical Rule
Each pressure needs the same counter pressure

2. Static Situation
The applied force at the patellar tendon, connected to the quadriceps femoris, multiplies
during heel strike to about 400 kg.

3. Pathomechanics
As the posterior counter pressure area to the patellar region consists of soft tissue and shows
exposed veins and arteries ( popliteal area ) it is impossible to keep up a 400 kg counter force.
Instead the tibia reacts in an anterior - posterior movement and due to this the plaster model
had to be built up at the distal tibia part with the so called tanker nose ( Kegel, Paris, PTK ) in
order to give place for the moving tibia.
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3. The different TT - Systems on
the Market ( Socket Designs )

( 1. Corset Type ~ 1800 )

2. PTB ~ 1950 ( Foort, Radcliff )
- Belt
- PTB - Pressure

3. PTS ~ 1960 ( Fajal, Kegel )
- Supracondylar Socket Design
- PTB - Pressure

4. BUFA ~ 1980 ( Richter )
- no PTB - Pressure
- most weight bearing along the medial tibia

( 5. ICEROSS - Type ~ 1990 )
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4. The BUFA - Casting System adapted to the Developing World
and War Zones

4.1 Casting of the TT - Stump

4.1.1 Preparation for Casting
4.1.2 Casting - Weight Bearing Part
4.1.3 Casting - Supracondylar Suspension Stage
4.1.4 Preparation for Modification
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4.1.1 Preparation for Casting

 Casting chair
 Casting table
 Water pot
 POP - Bandage 3-5 x 15 cm
 Measurement tape
 Vaseline
 Copy pen
 Patient Data Paper
 Knife
 Plaster scissor
 Stockinet 5 or 8 cm

( if possible elastic - TUBIGRIP )
 Leather strip 30 x 2.5 cm, 3 mm thick
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 Remove the elastic stump compression bandage
 Cover the stump with Vaseline
 Apply a compressing stockinet over the whole stump length
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Test of the cast grip:
( for a right stump)

 The palm of the right hand forms
out the medial, proximal tibia
contours

 The soft tissue ( Triceps Surae ) is
pressed to the back

 The fingers of the right hand give a
flat resistance to the popliteal area,
following the natural contours of
the muscles
Attention:
This posterior pressure is not
necessary for long TT- stumps

 The left hand
forms out the
convex area
between tibia
and fibula

 The soft tissue
at the distal end
is moved to the
front

 The stump is in 20° flexion
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Taking of measurements:

 Mark the patella

 Marks along the medial side at 5 cm
intervals starting from mid - patella
level in distal direction

 Take the circular measurements
without compression on all marked
levels

 Apply 4 layers of POP - bandage
along the tibia corner ( wide 2 cm )

 Apply 4 layers of POP - bandage at
the fibular head
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 The applied POP - strip for the tibia
follows exactly the corner of the
tibia

 Remarks:
The tibia is usually in an adducted
position to the plumb line

 The POP fibula
strip

 Isolate the POP stripes with Vaseline
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4.1.2 Casting - The Weight Bearing Part
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 Cast with a 15 cm POP - bandage
4 layers around the stump, starting
from mid-patella level

 Cast tide to get out the bony
contours of the frontal face of the
TT - stump
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Cast Grip:

 Apply the cast grip as tested before
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4.1.3 Casting - The Supracondylar Suspension Stage
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 Use a leather strip along the anterior
stump to facilitate opening of the
plaster cast

 Start with a POP - bandage to cover
the condyles with 4 layers

 Use the rest of the bandage to get a
good overlap with the already
applied portion of the cast
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Cast Grip :

 The right hand follows in a bow the
anatomy of the condyle

 The left hand gives a flat counter
pressure along the lateral condyle
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4.1.4. Preparation for Modification
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 Apply a plumb line from mid-
patella along the stump in 90°
position to the table

 Apply marks across the leather strip

 Cut with a sharp knife along the
leather the cast as far as mid-patella
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 Cut the stockinet starting at the
proximal brim as far as mid-patella

 Open the upper part of the plaster
cast in the medio- lateral direction
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 Remove the stockinet and the POP -
stripes

 Close the model to the former
position
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 Cut the POP - model along the
proximal end with scissors to give a
straight trim line

 Place the model in a functional
neutral position into a sandbox
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 Functional position acc. to the
plumb line in the sandbox

 Functional position of the iron tube
acc. to the plumb line
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 Functional position on the working
bench

 The positive plaster model after
removal of the POP- bandages
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4.2 Modification of the TT - Model
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 Remove the contours of the leather
strip

 Smooth the frontal face of the
stump
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 The smoothed frontal face of the
stump

Remarks:
No changes of shape are made here
between casting and the finished
model

 Check the measurements on the
different levels and reduce
accordingly along the posterior
muscle region ( Triceps Surae)
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Muscle Reduction

for TT - Stumps

 Reduce the model in the muscle part additional acc. to the following list on every level

Adult - StumpShortFat5 mm
4 mm

Adult - StumpShort3 mm
Adult - StumpNormalFat2 mm
Adult - StumpLong1 mm
Child - Stump0 mm

 The reduction scale is based on the appliance of
- one cotton stockinet between stump and soft socket
- one cotton stockinet between soft socket and PP - socket
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Posterior Socket Levels

Upper patella level very short stump < 5 cm
        Mid            -”-      -”-                                                           short stump  < 10 cm
           PT              -”-      -”-                                                     medium & long stumps     

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

0,5 cm 1 cm
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Patella in the middle

= > neutral modification position

 Build up the
posterior stump
acc. to the length
of the tibia
( Level 1,2,3 )
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 The modified posterior part allows
the flexion of the stump in the
socket
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 For a long TT- stump the same
modification takes place on a more
distal level ( Ref.: Page 28 )
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 Extend the stump length about
1- 1,5 cm

1-1,5cm

 Remarks:
Here is a difference to the
technology in Europe, where full
contact can be applied due to the
regular service for patients
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The Finished Model

 Lateral view

 Medial view
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The Finished Model

Distal view
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4.3 Production of the Soft- and PP- Socket
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 Apply a soft socket of 6 mm
thickness

 Align with plaster an aluminium
disc in neutral position, to fit into
the PPCAS - System
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 Position the socket in the suction
apparatus

 Apply one layer of stockinet to
guarantee good vacuum suction

 Select and cut the PP - sheet:
- 3 mm for children
- 4 mm for adults

 Form the PP - sheet hot around the
model ( 180° )

 Reinforce the distal end of the
socket with hot scrap PP (
Here the PPCAS - System will be
connected )
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